Champion's 2000-watt inverter generator is the lightest in its class, making portable power more convenient than ever. Rely on the 79cc engine and enjoy a quiet 53 dBA for up to 11.5 hours of run time. The optional clip-on Parallel Kit with RV Ready outlet and 30 amps of power doubles your output.

**Specifications**

- **START TYPE**: Recoil
- **VOLTAGE (V)**: 120
- **ENGINE SIZE (cc)**: 79
- **FUEL TYPE**: Gasoline
- **GASOLINE CAPACITY (gal.)**: 1.1
- **OIL TYPE**: 10W-30
- **OIL CAPACITY (qt.)**: 0.5
- **LOW OIL SHUT-OFF**: Yes
- **EMISSIONS**: EPA and CARB

**Inside the box**

- Generator
- Operator's Manual
- Oil Funnel

**What You Need**

- Gasoline
- Engine Oil (10W-30)

Champion's 2000-watt inverter generator is the lightest in its class, making portable power more convenient than ever. Rely on the 79cc engine and enjoy a quiet 53 dBA for up to 11.5 hours of run time. The optional clip-on Parallel Kit with RV Ready outlet and 30 amps of power doubles your output.

**RETAIL PACKAGE (gross)**

- Weight: 43 lb.
- Size: 19.3 × 13.2 × 19.7 in.

**PRODUCT (net)**

- Weight: 38.6 lb.
- Size: 17.3 × 11.2 × 17.5 in.
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